
Space-saving cross folding and stacking  
 of small pieces for top quality purposes

EN  l  Jenstack Centro JL

Jenstack Centro JL



Application

The Centro JL is a multi-lane combined cross 

folder and stacker for high quality purposes 

that is installed after a primary folder. 

The Centro JL can perform 1 cross fold by 

knife between rollers in 3 and 4 lanes. 

Operation

When the piece reaches the cross fold position, 

a knife  goes down and presses the 

linen between rollers. During the operation, 

the folded piece is grapped and led onto a 

stacking table where the stack is squeezed 

against a counter pressure device  giving 

a compact and perfect looking stack.

Optional centrering device

A control system consisting of photocells and 

holding plates  detects the position of the 

linen and regulates the position of the piece 

during the execution of the cross fold. 

This feature optimizes the folding accuracity,  

giving top quality folds and a nice stack. 

network of highly qualified Sales and Service 

Centres and distributors, all with their own 

maintenance and spare parts services.

Call us…

JENSEN provides a complete range of heavy-

duty equipment for the laundry industry,

delivered and installed according to your

specifications. Please do not hesitate to  

contact us for further advice and informa-

tion, or visit www.jensen-group.com

Local contact

www.jensen-group.com

Explore our equipment on

www.youtube.com/jensengroupcom

When the desired number is reached,  

the stacking conveyor automatically  

transports the stack to the collecting  

position in each lane.

Capacity and speed

Minimum linen width: 300 mm

Maximum linen width: 1100 mm

Minimum linen length: 200 mm

Maximum linen length: 400 mm

Max. capacity: 800 – 1200 pcs. / lane / hour

Installation

JENSEN is pleased to assist you in planning 

your laundry by providing excellent advice, 

layouts and technical data. Authorised

JENSEN distributors or JENSEN engineers  

should carry out the installation to ensure

that it is performed correctly.

Service

In addition, JENSEN provides an extraordinary 

after-sales service through a worldwide Je
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